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a typical newspaper or magazine article begins with a headline, followed by an introduction, which states the main point of the article, and, in some cases, a premise or two. the main body of the article presents the writer's analysis or argument, and then follows with a
conclusion or recommendation. this is a sample of an article for a special interest magazine, the topic is "carpet cleaning industry," with a style guide to follow. figure c-2 is a sample of the introduction, showing that the main points are listed and numbered. once you have
prepared the basic structure of your document, adding quotes is relatively easy. click the "insert" button from the text menu, then choose quotes & citations (see figure c-4). you will then be presented with a dialog box asking you to select the source from which you will be
taking the information. you may have to select the source manually. choose the source, and click the "insert" button. you will then be asked to provide the quote. in this example, the writer has taken the quote from "a carpet cleaner's guide to healthy cleaning" by ellen j.

ritson. a more formal quote may require that the writer cite the source (e.g., "from ellen j. ritson, "a carpet cleaner's guide to healthy cleaning," 2014"). most people are well versed in using quotations in general, but there are many different ways to use quotations in writing.
in an academic paper or report, you will find your notes organized into numbered sections. in this way, you may have notes to be cited within those sections. the notes to be cited are organized into numbered sections that are themselves organized into numbered paragraphs.

for example, the first numbered section is "introduction", then the next section is "methodology", and so on. the numbered sections are then organized into paragraphs.
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for more information regarding consulting with indigenous peoples and considering gender, with specific case study examples, see clennans stakeholder consultation (.pdf). r. clennan, part 1: stakeholder consultation ifc, [online.pdf]. available: april 24, 2007. [accessed feb. 24,
2019]. the us environmental protection agency (epa) also has an online public participation guide.epa, public participation guide: view and print version, united states environmental protection agency [online]. available: [accessed feb. for a recent and local example of a
stakeholder engagement plan, see the university of victorias campus greenway engagement plan.university of victoria campus planning and sustainability, engagement plan for: the university of victoria grand promenade landscape plan and design guidelines, campus

greenway [online]. available: a significant step in this plan a design charrette was implemented in the fall of 2018; the results of that engagement activity, presented in a summary report (.pdf) university of victoria campus planning and sustainability, the grand promenade
design charrette: summary report 11.2018, campus greenway [online]. available: resulted in changes and augmentation of the original plan based on stakeholder feedback. designing engineers is a free, online course offered by the society of industrial designers. it is designed
to introduce students to the concepts of industrial design by first explaining what industrial design is, before diving into the process of designing. this module, along with the introduction to teamwork module, is designed to help people learn about the nature of collaboration in

the design process. 5ec8ef588b
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